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House Resolution 1445

By: Representative Drenner of the 86th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending the D'AIR Project; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, the D'AIR Project has long been recognized by the citizens of this state for the2

vital role that it has played in leadership and its deep personal commitment to the welfare of3

the community; and4

WHEREAS, the D'AIR Project is a youth-centric organization whose motto is that everyone5

is a student and everyone is a teacher; and6

WHEREAS, the project's programs include the D'AIR teen program, D'AIR aerial dance7

theater company, D'AIR outreach/inreach program, and D'AIR community classes; and8

WHEREAS, D'AIR's focus is aerial dance, a genre that incorporates vertical space through9

the use of equipment, such as suspended objects or large structures, adding a new dimension10

to dance; and11

WHEREAS, aerial dance serves as a unique way to develop positive physical, emotional, and12

social outcomes; and13

WHEREAS, D'AIR's goal is to help build a community of individuals who are confident,14

strong, and compassionate; and15

WHEREAS, it is committed to fostering positive behaviors during the formative years,16

instilling a sense of accountability, self-discipline, and community support as well as an17

appreciation and acceptance of diversity; and18

WHEREAS,  it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this19

remarkable and distinguished project be appropriately recognized.20
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that21

the members of this body recognize the vital role the D'AIR Project plays in its community22

and commend its outstanding contributions to the citizens of this state.23

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized24

and directed to transmit an appropriate copy of this resolution to the D'AIR Project.25


